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SECTION _ A

(very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum of one sentence, Answer all questions. (10x1=10 Marks)

1. Which company developed the Java programming language ?

2. What kind ot liles contain Java Source Code ?

3. Expand JVM.

4. What does "Podable" mean in the context o, Computer Programming ?

5. What kind of files contain Java Bytecode ?

6. What is an Exception ?

7. Expand AWT.

- 8. What is HTML lag ?

g. What is Java Beans ?

10. What is JDBC ?

SECTION _ B

(Short Answer)

Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question carries
two marks. (8x2=16 Marks)

1 1. What is Bytecode ?

12. What is Java API ?
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13. What does "case sensitive" means ?

'14. What is lnteger Overflow ?

'15. What substring is returned by the call alphabet.substring (6, '10) ?

16. What is "Composition ol Methods" ?

17. What is the diflerence between overriding and overloading ?

18. What is Window ?

19. What is Multithreading ?

20. How does the Applet inito method invoked ?

21. What is an Applet Viewer ?

22. Write any two difference between XML and HTML.

SECTION - C
(Short Essay)

Not to exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Each question carries
four marks (6x4=24 Marks)

23. Write a Java program to illustrates how the values of integer variables can be
changed with increment and decrement operators and lllustrate the use of
assignment operators.

24. Explain the structure of a Java program.

25. Explain the difierent types ot inheritance used in Java.

26. What is the ditference between abstract classes and interface ?

27. Write a Java program that creates a trame that contains a Button Component.

28. What is meant by controls ? What are the ditferent type of controls in AWT ?

29. Explain with example 'an integer divided by zero condition at runlime'.

30. Explain file handling in Java.

31 . Explain the order of Applet initialization.
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SECTION - D

(Long essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks, ' (2x15=30 Marks)

32. Explain the different data types in Java.

33. Explain method declaration and method calling in Java with suitable example.

34. How is a package created in Java ? Write a Java program to prepare a mark list
using package.

35. What is Event Handling ? Write a program forthe Mouse Event Handling in Java.


